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DONNING INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Lift yellow clip 2. Remove lid

3. Remove set from case by pulling firmly on 4. Remove set from case
base of the breathing hose

5. Bungs detach and start-up of 6. Put strap around your neck
initial oxygen generaton
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 7. Insert mouthpiece and take a breath  8.  Adjust the neck strap, fit nose clip 
              and exhale into the mouthpiece 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 9.  If needed, don the face shield and  
                   pull the yellow loops to tighten    10. Make a safe escape 
                   around the neck  
 
NOTE: 
The action of removing the breathing device from the case automatically activates the oxygen generation.   
The red sealing bung and cap are connected inside the case via a black lanyard.  If, for any reason the bungs 
stay attached to the device when it has been removed, they should be removed manually before continuing 
to don the set. 
 
Once donned, try to remain calm and maintain a steady work rate to ensure regular breathing.  Rapid 
breathing uses more oxygen. 
 
During use the starter and oxygen generator will increase in temperature.  The oxygen provided will be 
warm and dry and you may detect slight odours or tastes.  These are normal conditions and indicate the 
device is functioning correctly. 
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